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Bella was gazing up into the sky while Jack leaped up and grabbed one of the twisted bright 

green stems that had entwined into the cables. The buildings, roads, cars and people began to get 

smaller and smaller. Bella looked like a tiny ant. The bean cans were shining so bright as the sun 

glistened down on them it was blinding. The beanstalk had grown out of control. It was enormous! 

– Leon Y3  

 

The big green beanstalk was demolishing the buildings and it was intertwining with the telephone 

cables as it grew up into the sky. The top of the beanstalk disappears into the white clouds. Bella 

watched as Jack grabbed onto one of the beanstalks branches that twisted out of the beanstalk. 

– Maya Y2  

 

Jack was gazing at the gigantic emerald beanstalk. With sparkling silver tin cans spiralling around 

the huge green leaves. Jack cannot believe how tall and thick the stem was and where it would 

stop. He bounced from the van roof on to a dangling twine and grabbed it tightly and began to 

climb. The sun was beaming brightly into his eyes as he looked up. When he looked down the tall 

buildings looked minute compared to the huge twisted beanstalk. – Lola Y2  

 

~~~~~~  

Barney is a happy, cheerful friend. He has orange fluffy hair and red rosy 

cheeks. Barney is a friendly man who walks with a slow gentle walk. He likes 

to find new adventures and explore new places. His thick blue jumper keeps 

him nice and warm while he is finding new friends to have adventures with. 

Esme – Year 2  

 

~~~~~ 
 Stig’s cave was very dark and dingy. It smelt like 

rotting rubbish and damp mud, yuck. The cave was 

cluttered and had lots of different odd possessions, 

there were some clever gadgets made out of some of 

the clutter, the person who lives here must have a 

good imagination. The inside was like living outside, as 

there was a tree and creepy crawlies everywhere in 

the living room. – Scarlett Y3 

 

 

 

 



 He will find someone to hug. Harry the hedgehog was 

out exploring when suddenly he stumbled across a 

badgers home, he thought he had not disturbed the 

badger but he was wrong. The badger woke up from a 

deep sleep to find a prickly hedgehog in his home, Harry 

ran as fast as he could but the badger was surprisingly 

quick. Unfortunately Harry led the badger straight to his 

home. Harry escaped but his family was stuck inside with 

the badger waiting hungry for food. As Harry watched 

frightened and scared from his bush a big giant human 

came and the nasty badger ran away and Harry and his 

family hugged each other and they lived happily ever 

after. Scarlett – Year 3 

 

  
 


